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Leave Me Alone
Acid Eyeliner

LEAVE ME ALONE
Lyrics by Lukey Lukess 
Chords By Mari T.
~~~~the other chords done with this song didnt give the right times or even the
lyrics. some chords were off. i think this sounds better!~~~~

Intro: Cadd9 D Cadd9 D      Em (stroke 3 times)   
starts right into:

Em               D
The gun to my head is made up of 
         Dadd9             Caad9
all the things you said about me
    Em                   D
the face in the dark that makes me 
   Cadd9           Dadd9
scream for you when I close my eyes
        Cadd9
and I told you yesterday that this was goodbye

  Em                       D
The knife in your eyes has taken too many lives
     Dadd9          Cadd9
I ll run so I survive
  Em                    D
where did you go, no reason you gave me none 
  Cadd9            Dadd9
so leave my fucked up life
  Cadd9
and I told you yesterday that this was goodbye
 
Em                 D
So leave me alone, goodbye
  Em            Cadd9
Leave me alone, tonight
Em                Cadd9             Dadd9
Leave me alone, I don t need you anymore

Cadd9 x2 D x5

  Em                  D
The killer in you is hidden inside a face
Dadd9                Cadd9
that smiles to hide her lies
Em                           D
broken you are a heartless indecent fuck,
 Cadd9           Dadd9



I hate you even more
Cadd9
and I told you yesterday that this was goodbye

Em                 D
leave me alone, goodbye
  Em            Cadd9
Leave me alone, tonight
Em                Cadd9             Dadd9
Leave me alone, I don t need you anymore

Em                 D
leave me alone, goodbye
  Em            Cadd9
Leave me alone, tonight
Em                Cadd9             Dadd9
Leave me alone, I don t need you anymore

Solo: Cadd9 x4 D D x8 CAdd9 x4 *he mutes out strings in and out now* Cadd9 x8 Em
....

Em             (mute x3)   D    (mute x3)
leave me alone,         goodbye
  Em           (mute x3) Cadd9  (mute x3)
Leave me alone,        tonight
Em                Cadd9             Dadd9
Leave me alone, I don t need you anymore

Em                 D
leave me alone, goodbye
  Em            Cadd9
Leave me alone, tonight
Em                Cadd9             Dadd9
Leave me alone, I don t need you anymore

(muted x6)
Leave me alone
Em               D
The gun to my head is made up of 
         Dadd9             Caad9
all the things you said about me
    Em                   D
the face in the dark that makes me 
   Cadd9           Dadd9
scream for you when I close my eyes

 Em                  D
The killer in you is hidden inside a face
Dadd9                Cadd9
that smiles to hide her lies
Em                           D
broken you are a heartless indecent fuck,



 Cadd9           Dadd9
I hate you even more

and thats it. any corrections or comments are appreciated! 


